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About Reformation



Reformation is a sustainable women’s clothing brand that was 

founded in Los Angeles in 2009 by Yael Alfalo. 

Their design mission is to celebrate the feminine figure by creating 

clothing that is not only flattering and beautifully crafted but is also 

conscious of different body types. 

Reformation is all about sustainability from every part of the supply 

chain and only works with suppliers that are ethical in their practices.

About Reformation



About The Wing



The Wing is a membership based women’s only (and nonbinary) 

co-working space and social club that was founded in New York City in 2016 

by Audrey Gelman and Lauren Kassan. 

Their mission is to foster a community space where woman can exceed in 

their professional, social, civic, and economic lives. 

They also believe that when woman come together opportunities, ideas and 

conversations are created that can lead to the prosperity for womankind. 

About The Wing



 The Wing offers two types of membership programs:

All Access and single location. 

All Access includes unlimited access to all current and future Wing 

locations, including dozens of events each week, where as single locations is 

just for your home base. 

All Access Price:  $250  MONTHLY     $2700   ANNUALLY

Single Location:  $215  MONTHLY     $2350   ANNUALLY

For this pop up the membership for this single location will be reduced at

$150 MONTHLY.  The reduction will be due to the limited space and fewer 

amentities. 

The Wing Membership



About the collaboration



The collaboration between Reformation and The Wing is a union of two 

companys that embody  forward thinking movements.  

This collaboration aims to bring Reformation and The Wing to a new 

location through a unique concept store pop-up exprience. 

In addition to the concept store space the collaboration will contain three 

limited edition T-Shirts whose proceeds will go towards funding a special 

program at the Reformation x The Wing space. 

This special program wil offer underrepresented and underprivaleged 

woman in the community the opportunity to learn effective bussiness and 

entrepenual skills. 

About the collaboration



The Sustainable 
Empowerment Program



The Sustainable Empowerment Program is a unique workshop that would 

be offered once a week at the Reformation x The Wing concept store. 

This program will be offered to those woman who cannot afford the 

standard membership and who are in need of business advice and help 

propelling their career. 

The goal of this program is to nourish a cycle of sustainable women 

empowerment in all communities of  those that are underrepresented. 

The Sustainable Empowerment T-Shirts created by Reformation for this 

collaboration will aid in funding the program. 

The Sustainable 
Empowerment Program



The T-Shirt

100% combed ring-spun organic cotton

30 singles thread weight

Classic semi-contoured silhouette with side seam



Pop-Up Time/Place



When:

Friday March 8 2019 would be the launch day, which falls on International  

Women’s Day and the Pop Up Concept Store would run for six months 

ending on Sunday September 8th 2019. 

Launching during women’s history month would give an opportunity to 

celebrate everything the Wing is about. 

The duration of the pop up would also fall during fashion revolution week 

in april.

The summer will also give tourists the opportunity to shop in the pop up.

Pop-Up Timeframe



Pop-Up Location

Where: 

Chicago, Illinois

The location chosen is 1117 W Armitage Ave, between the North Side 
neighborhoods of Old Town and Lincoln Park. 

The area has become a shopping destination due to an increase of 
wealthy young professionals who have settled in the historic homes. 

I also chose this area for the pop up due to the neighboring shops that 
are trendy and share similar values like Warby Parker.



SWOT Analysis



.
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May be unknown to some consumers 

in the area.

Limited to only those who identify

 as woman.

Membership is required to be part of the 

co working space.

Will create community engagement

Potential to become a permanent location

for brands.

If successful concept store can expand to 

other locations.

Economic instability. 

An ever changing customer interest. 

Competitors developing similar concept.

Short term duration of concept store 

pop up.

Bringing  brand awareness to a new location.

Located in a area with high target

demographic population.

Will unite two great causes while 

bringing customers a unique concept

store experience.



Target Customer



Reformation and The Wing share a core demographic between ages 25-40.

These women are young professionals or well established in their careers. 

Conscious about social issues and the environment and are well informed on political issues. 

Geographically they live in metropolitan cities yet prefer shopping at locally owned small businesses 

or from sustainable/independent brands. 

They tend to be career oriented yet enjoy cultural activities on the weekends. They are also single or 

in committed relationships and are more likely not to be parents, however are open to start a family. 

The Secondary target customer for Reformation is younger between 18-25 in college and more likely 

to purchase the clothing through parents. 

The secondary target member for The Wing is 40-55 they are well established in their career and are 

looking for a new atmosphere to work in and enjoy taking part in the community. 

Target Customer



Customer Profile

Emily Gonzalez 

Age 26

Annual Income: $ 65,000

Job: Public Relations Specialist

Marital Status: Single

Enjoys the chicago food scene

Loves exploring the  Garfield Park Conservatory

Atively attends art show openings with her girl gang



Janice Thomas

Age 35

Annual Income: $ 100,000

Job: Interior Designer 

Marital Status: In a relationship

Has a three year old daughter named Millie Rose 

Is an active member of the community garden

Loves to host dinner parties

Enjoys DIY projects with her friends and family

Customer Profile



Marketing Strategy



. Marketing Strategy

Both Reformation and The Wing have a strong social media presence, for this 

pop up promotion would be high amounsgt these platforms. We would use 

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter to promote the concept store pop up with 

the hashstag #ReformationXTheWing across all the platforms. 

Additionally we will promote the pop up  by sending press releases to online 

fahion news/magazines and local fashion/lifestyle bloggers that have align 

with our values. We will also have billboards, wild postings, and send email 

blasts to our customers. Furthermore there will be a launch party that will 

include local influencers and activists and a list of exclusive activities.     



. Pre-Launch 

A  series of social media posts on Reformation’s and 

The Wings accounts

Out of house advertisements in the Chicago area 

Local influencers with values that align with brands 

promote the pop up

Distribute coffee and cookies to neighboring 

businesses to introduce concept store to the 

community. 



. Launch 

Launch Party:

Live music by a local DJ, guest speakers: Co-founder of The Wing 

Audrey Gelman and founder of Reformation Yael Alfalo , and 

Reformation X The Wing tote bags with free pins, stickers, 15% off 

Reformation purchase voucher. 



. Launch 

Week one event: 

A celebration of the women of Chicago: A presentation and discussion 

on the woman of Chicago that have empowered and made strides in the 

community. 

Week two event: 

Learn about sustainability in fashion:  A review of the benefits of 

sustainable fashion and how sustainability can be applied in the 

workplace.

Week three event: 

A visit from Karlie Kloss: a discussion on entrepreneurship, and woman 

in the tech industry.



. Post-Launch

Post launch party images on social media

Notify members and customers of upcoming events

Review success of launch 

Plan for promotional follow up  

Promotional Budget

Social Media: $45,000

-Instagram

-Facebook

-Twitter

Print Advertisements: $50,000

 Billboards: $40,500

 Wild Postings: $3,500

 Bus Stop Ads: $6,000 

Press Kit: $20,000



Marketing Material



Social Media









Social Media

Introducing Reformation x The Wing a 
unique Pop Up experience coming to 
Chicago
#ReformationxTheWing 
#SustainableEmpowerment

Introducing Reformation x The Wing a unique Pop 
Up experience coming to Chicago
#ReformationxTheWing 
#SustainableEmpowerment









Billboard



Bus Shelter



Bus Shelter



Wild Postings



Email Blasts



Website



Website



Interior Strategy



. Interior Strategy 

The space is divided between the Wing coworking space, the 

retail space, the reception, and the coffee bar. 

In the reception their will be a special installation wall featuring 

the Sustainable empowerment t-shirts. 

Here those who are members of the Wing and those who are 

looking to just shop reformation will be distinguished.

The Wing space will include an open co working area, private meeting 

rooms, and a smaller beauty room.

The Reformation space will include the retail space, changing rooms, 

and a small purchase station.



. Interior Moodboard



. Shopping Bags



. Process Renders

Reception



. Process Renders 

Coffee Stand



. Process Renders

Reformation Space



. Process Renders 

The Wing Space



. Final Renders

Reception



. Final Renders

Coffee Stand



. Final Renders

Refomation Space



. Final Renders

The Wing Space
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